In a recently published study, Anna Krichevsky and colleagues raise the important question of whether results of in vitro extracellular RNA (exRNA) studies, including extracellular vesicle (EV) investigations, are confounded by the presence of RNA in cell culture medium components such as foetal bovine serum (FBS). The answer, according to their data, is a resounding "yes". Even after lengthy ultracentrifugation to remove bovine EVs from FBS, the majority of exRNA in FBS remained. Although technical factors may affect the degree of depletion, residual EVs and exRNA in FBS could influence the conclusions of in vitro studies: certainly, for secreted RNA, and possibly also for cell-associated RNA. In this commentary, we critically examine some of the literature in this field, including a recent study from some of the authors of this piece, in light of the Wei et al. study and explore how cell culture-derived RNAs may affect what we think we know about EV RNAs. These findings hold particular consequence as the field moves towards a deeper understanding of EV-RNA associations and potential functions.
Introduction
Research into extracellular vesicles (EVs), including exosomes, microvesicles, and other cell-derived particles with double-leaflet membranes [1] , has expanded rapidly in recent years [2] , bolstered in part by highprofile reports of EV-mediated ribonucleic acid (RNA) exchange between non-neighbouring cells [3] [4] [5] [6] . As in any field in rapid growth phase, rampant enthusiasm for development of novel paradigms in EV-mediated communication has been accompanied by new challenges [7] . A set of recurring concerns involves the relatively low yields of analytes from typical volumes of biological materials in EV studies and how the stoichiometries of in vivo and in vitro studies relate [8, 9] . In the case of RNA, although amplification-based quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and sequencing assays are highly sensitive, the often underappreciated effects of contaminants inversely correlate with sample input [10, 11] . Artefacts arising from contaminants might play a larger role in the EV field than in others.
The sources of contaminants in EV and extracellular RNA (exRNA) studies are incompletely understood. Serum used in cell culture media, most commonly foetal bovine serum (FBS), is an obvious source of exogenous RNA-containing EVs [12, 13] , so interpretable isolation of EVs from cell culture requires either serum-free medium or use of vesicle-depleted serum. Because serum contains a variety of soluble growth factors, and optimal serum-free conditions have not yet been established for all cell lines, the majority of reports rely on serum. EV depletion from serum is typically carried out by prolonged (≥18 h), high-speed (~100,000 g) centrifugation of diluted serum [12] . This procedure depletes the majority (75-90%) of FBS EVs, while shorter centrifugation times have even lower depletion efficiency [14, 15] . But does even prolonged centrifugation guarantee the absence of serum-born RNAs?
An elegant study by Wei et al. now suggests that ultracentrifugation protocols designed to remove EVs from FBS leave most RNA undepleted, and that this RNA may contribute to misinterpretation of extracellular RNA (including EV) studies [16] . In our opinion, this work is timely and well-presented and gives a quantitative estimate of the impact that contaminating nucleic acids can have on EV and exRNA research. In this case, the warning is focused on cell culture-derived extracellular RNA, and the source of RNA contaminants is FBS. It will also be important to consider other sources of contaminants in high-sensitivity measurements of EV contents and exRNA.
miR-122 and miR-451a as bellwethers
Wei et al. were alerted to the potential problem of FBS contamination after observing high levels of hsa-miR-122 in the conditioned media of glioma cell lines. miR-122 expression is paradigmatic: it is highly expressed in the liver and undetectable or found at only trace amounts elsewhere [17] . The authors contrasted the exciting possibility of extremely efficient miR-122 secretion by glioma cells (given virtually null intracellular detection) with the less-exciting and more parsimonious possibility of an artefact. Together with miR-122, the authors had also found the red blood cell (RBC)-specific miR-451a as a miRNA putatively enriched in EVs from the same cell lines. However, both miRNAs were also detectable at high levels in the non-conditioned media, even in the case of prior serum EV depletion for 24 h. Were these miRNAs medium contaminants instead of EV-enriched miRNAs secreted by glioma cells? Interestingly, while miR-451a detection was completely abolished in serum-free nonconditioned media, detection of miR-122 was not completely dependent on the presence of serum. This observation raises the possibility that some components of serum-free media formulations might also serve as sources of contaminating miRNAs.
Culture-derived miRNAs. . .that aren't
To obtain a list of FBS-derived miRNAs that could be misinterpreted as hailing from cultured cells (here: human cells), Wei et al. performed small RNA sequencing of FBS 100,000 g pellets and supernatants after ultracentrifugation for 24 h. (Note that, because miRNAs are highly conserved among mammals, most human miRNAs are 100% identical with their bovine homologues.) The list was headed by miR-122-5p, followed by miR-1246, miR-148a-3p, miR-423-5p, miR92a-3p, let-7a/b-5p, miR-379-5p, miR-127-3p, miR320a, and others (see also Supplemental Table 1 for rankings in supernatant and pellet). The RBC-specific miR-451a, while not among the most abundant in the next-generation sequencing (NGS) analysis, was detected at high levels by qPCR. One might speculate that library preparation method biases and/or mapping strategies affect detection of specific miRNAs; of note, miR-451a is also non-canonically processed, with substantial length polymorphism. Some of the miRNAs (e.g. miR-122-5p, miR-1246) were present at high levels in the FBS supernatants independent of ultracentrifugation time, but increased their abundance in the 100,000 g pellets as a function of time. This observation is highly relevant for EV RNA research: abundant bovine miRNAs in serum can contaminate initial 100,000 g pellets, but may also remain at high levels in the supernatant to contaminate downstream EV preparations from FBS-containing cell cultures ( Figure 1 ). These RNAs might be found in carriers including small EVs and protein complexes. In this report, the observation is that most RNA in serum is not easily pelletable, possibly due to its predominant association with ribonucleoprotein complexes rather than EVs [18, 19] , although this observation is not universal [14, 20] and must be considered in light of procedural details (see below). Interestingly, ranks of FBS pellet and supernatant miRNAs were well correlated in the dataset deposited by Wei et al. (GEO accession GSE78970), with a few notable outliers. As just one example, the central nervous system-and neuron-enriched miR-9 appeared to be enriched in EV pellets compared with supernatant ( Figure 2 ), corresponding to a roughly 50-fold difference in reads per million (GSE78970).
We would add a few more miRNAs to the list of contamination-betraying candidates, even though they did not figure prominently in the Wei et al. sequencing results. miR-486-5p (identical sequence in bovine and human) is enriched in RBCs and platelets and has elsewhere been reported as the most abundant miRNA in serum and serum EVs of cattle [21, 22] . miR-144 is part of a bicistronic cluster with miR-451a and expressed at lower, but proportional, levels. miR-150 is a hematopoietic-specific (lymphocyte-dominant) miRNA [23] that should not be observed outside of hematopoietic-related cultures [17] . miR-223-3p is another hematopoietic-specific miRNA, found at high levels in myeloid-lineage cells such as platelets, monocytes/macrophages, and neutrophils [17, [24] [25] [26] . Although miRs-486, -150, and -223, like miR-451a, were not detected at high levels in the Wei et al. NGS data, these miRNAs have been known to have high expression in serum since the early serum biomarker studies (e.g. [27] ). In plasma, expression of miR-150 and miR-223 correlates tightly with lymphocyte and myeloid cell counts, respectively [25] and can vary substantially depending on how plasma or serum is processed [28] . To be sure, blood cell-specific miRNAs have been reported to be present in a wide variety of human tissues (see, for example, [29] ). However, as we have discussed elsewhere [9, 17] , this is due to the ubiquity of blood cells in human tissue; cell specificity becomes apparent when pure cell populations are examined [24] . Table 1 presents several of the miRNAs from the Wei et al. list and our additions, giving examples of publications in which they were reported to be EVenriched. Please note that, in assembling this nonexhaustive list, we do not mean to suggest that all of these studies are without merit. Indeed, we have tried to be critical of our own work [30] , as well, since it is also subject to the factors we describe.
Methods matter: dilution, fractionation, and beyond
As mentioned above, technical factors may play a role in divergent serum particle and RNA depletion findings between studies. Particle pelleting efficiency is of course lower for viscous, undiluted serum than for serum, e.g. diluted 1:5 with basal medium [12] . We are aware of various serum EV depletion protocols, ranging from no dilution to centrifugation of complete media (often 10% serum). Wei et al. did not report diluting serum prior to ultracentrifugation [16] . Thus, depletion efficiency may have been low despite a relatively long spin (24 h). Other technical questions could be posed for this and most other studies. How was supernatant removed from the ultracentrifuge tube? Due to formation of particle gradients in the tube, supernatant decanted entirely and at once into a new container might show a different degree of depletion compared with supernatant drawn starting from the top of the column by pipette, leaving several millilitres above the pellet. How was residual supernatant removed and the pellet re-suspended or solubilised, and how do these methods affect extracellular RNA results? Although more details are always helpful, and different methods will affect depletion results, we submit that Wei et al. have provided a valuable set of experiments to establish RNA profiles in different fractions of FBS. . .or, at least, the FBS they used, since technical factors might also affect RNA content of different FBS lots.
Lot-specific effects of FBS in cell culture are well known. Does EV depletion and RNA content also differ by lot? Regarding source, does FBS (also known as foetal calf serum) differ in EV and RNA content from calf serum or adult bovine serum? Does the health of the calf affect these parameters? In human clinical studies, some pay close attention to every detail of obtaining blood, from the needle gauge to when the tourniquet is removed from the donor to the time between draw and processing. The same considerations would apply to obtaining bovine serum, yet these variables are rarely reported. After obtention, what processing steps are followed to remove contaminants from FBS? What are the effects of serum heat inactivation and different heat inactivation protocols? It is clear from an important study of human blood product that processing affects extracellular RNA concentrations (and some miRNAs more than others) [28] . We recommend that these and other factors be considered in more depth in future studies of the influence of serum on cell culture, but they also suggest that avoiding serum is an attractive option where available.
miRNA-specific secretion. . .or sticky stuff from serum?
One open controversy in EV RNA research is the extent to which RNAs (with miRNAs being the most heavily studied) are sorted into EVs by proteinmediated recognition of defined sequences versus being incorporated non-selectively by pinching off of random bits of cytoplasm. The latter end of the spectrum would suggest that the deciding determinant of miRNA secretion is intracellular concentration in the vicinity of EV formation rather than the presence of specific sequence motifs that destine miRNAs for secretion. An obvious method for choosing the balance point between the two ends of the scale is a comparison of EV and parental cell miRNA profiles. Perhaps an even better comparison would be between EVs and the parental cell cytoplasmic fraction (eliminating nuclear RNAs that are normally less likely to leave the cell) or even membrane fractions (as the sites where vesiculation occurs) [39, 40] .
An extreme case consists of certain miRNAs, perhaps most prominently miR-451a, that are frequently reported to be undetectable or nearly so in cells yet detected, sometimes in abundance, in EVs harvested from cell culture [13, 37] . As another example, miR-223 was recently reported to be efficiently packaged into EVs despite no functional detection in the parent HEK293 cells ( [37] ; indeed sequencing of two HEK293 lines emphasises the lack of miR-223 in these cells [Sequence Read Archive accessions SRR1240816 and SRR1240817]). A miRNA could be functionally absent in a parent cell while abundant in EVs only if one proposes a set of hypothetical processing, transport, packaging, and secretion mechanisms that are near-instantaneous and 100% efficient. A much simpler explanation is that these microRNAs were never in the cultured cell to begin with, as Wei et al. now point out, but came from the culture medium. In another apparent illustration, Fong et al. [32] reported specific secretion from breast cancer cell lines -but not non-cancerous MCF10A cells -of the liverrestricted and serum-abundant miR-122. Interestingly, all cell lines were reportedly cultured in the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) "recommended medium". ATCC recommends culture of MCF10A cells in serum-free medium (no or little miR-122), while 10% FBS is present in most recommended formulations for the other breast cancer cells. In this study, serum was centrifuged without reported dilution [32] , much as in Wei et al. [16] and many of the other studies we evaluated (Table 1) .
Examining wider profiles, several groups have reported substantial differences between cellular and extracellular miRNA fractions [13, 35, 38, 41, 42 ], while we [30] and others [18] have found a strong correlation (r = 0.8) between contents of EVs and cells. Importantly, we switched cells to serum-free media and performed several wash and culture intervals before supernatant collection in an attempt to reduce the effects of FBS contamination [30] . Differences between studies using EV-depleted FBS could arise from laboratory-to-laboratory variation in serum particle depletion (including EVs but possibly other RNAcontaining particles), different lots of FBS or other serum, behaviours of diverse cell types under different culture conditions, and even a hypothetical influence of serum EV depletion on RNA sorting mechanisms. Nevertheless, as Wei et al. have noted, FBS enriched miRNAs emerge as a common theme in many (but not all, see for example [41] ) EV-cell comparisons.
Recurring themes: FBS-enriched miRNAs are EVenriched
Now that Wei et al. have demonstrated the outsized role of FBS on EV RNA determinations in culture, we can turn a newly critical eye on this set of literature. Early on, Pigati et al. reported dramatic enrichment of miR-451a and miR-1246 in EVs released by breast cancer cells, concluding that "breast cancer cells release most of their miR-451a and miR-1246 molecules" [13] . To their credit, the authors gave considerable thought to the possibility that FBS might contribute to extracellular RNA profiles, providing a timed release experiment and reporting that they, like another group before them [43] could not amplify miR-451a from serum. Bos taurus miR-451a was noted to differ from human miR-451a by a terminal nucleotide. However, it is now understood that miR-451a is highly abundant in serum and is atypically processed, with length polymorphisms that may interfere with amplification. The results of numerous subsequent studies ( [31, 33, 34, 36, 37] , see also Table 1 ), including an analysis of several public datasets [33] underscore the influence of FBS (and possibly other contaminants) on interpretation of EV RNA enrichment.
No viral miRNA enrichment in EVs. . .but possible RNA modifications?
In another particularly noteworthy study, KoppersLalic and colleagues sequenced one library each of six B-cell lines and their released vesicles; each batch of EVs was highly related with its parent cell type, consistent with a general non-specific release [35] . However, enriched miRNAs were also observed, included miR-451a, the co-transcribed but less abundant miR-144, and the RBC-enriched miR-486. The most significantly under-represented miRNAs in EVs were miRs-1275 and miR-7974: neither has a homologue in bovine. Also, most of the cell lines were EBV+, and EBV produces miRNAs, yet "not a single viral miRNA was found significantly enriched in exosomes" [35] . Since these RNAs would presumably not be expected in bovine serum (unless perhaps from related bovine viruses), a lack of enrichment is consistent with a non-selective packaging model. On the other hand, one might speculate that viral miRNAs have evolved to avoid motif-specific packaging and export. An intriguing finding of the study was that miRNA modifications, especially non-templated additions, also distinguish EV from cellular miRNAs. This discovery is compelling, but it may be informative to interrogate the presence of these modifications in FBS or other cell culture components.
Placenta-specific miRNAs: are they expressed extraplacentally and specifically exported?
Analysing microarray data from primary T cells and a T cell line, along with their released EVs, VillarroyaBeltri et al. reported two motifs associated with cellular export in EVs (GGAG and CCCU) [38] . The exported miRNAs included FBS miRNAs miR-451a (both studies), miR-122 (Jurkat study), and miR-1246 (primary T-cell study), consistent with Wei et al. [16] . However, several of the reported EV-enriched miRNAs are less likely to have been FBS-derived, such as members of the miR-513 and miR-520 families of the placenta-and primate-specific miRNA cluster on human chromosome 19 (C19MC) [44] . At the same time, T-cell expression of these miRNAs is unexpected. Signal was also quite low, suggesting very low expression levels. Interestingly, many of the C19MC members contain the described export motifs, as do miR-122 and miR-1246. It might be instructive to repeat a motif analysis including only higher-abundance, non-placental, and non FBS-enriched miRNAs from the study. Another publication on EV release by primary human trophoblast cells -which do express C19MC miRNAsreported no differences of EV and cellular abundance of C19MC miRNAs [45] , while a third study, using yet another cell type, concluded that "we were unable to identify any statistically significant primary sequence motifs for miRNAs" secreted in EV subtypes [37] . It appears that the motif-dependence of miRNA export, if any, remains unclear and may vary by cell type.
Long-term persistence of FBS miRNAs in serum-free culture?
In our study of breast cell lines [30] , miRNA profiles were generally consistent with non-selective release. Only 8 miRNAs satisfied enrichment criteria, 3 of which (miR-92a-3p, miR-423-5p, and miR-320a) were reported as FBS-enriched by Wei et al. [16] . Furthermore, miR-122-5p showed the highest fold change between EVs and cells, although the difference was not statistically significant because of high variance/low expression. Interestingly, we sought to minimise the influence of FBS in our study by washing and switching cells to serum-free medium for 48 h before a second wash and re-feed with fresh serum-free medium for 48 h before collection. Yet the Wei et al.
publication brings caution to our findings. If the few extracellularly enriched miRNAs in our study are indeed explained by carryover of long-lived FBS RNA, they emphasise how pervasive the influence of RNA in culture components can be.
Is serum RNA taken up by cells in culture?
How might serum RNAs persist even after washing and prolonged serum-free culture, as our results seem to indicate? Wei et al. reported that bovine miR-1246 (which is not encoded in the mouse genome) was "consistently and reproducibly detected" in mouse cells cultured in the presence of EV-replete FBS and at lower levels in cells after seven days of EVD culture [16] . Furthermore, analysis of publicly available exRNA sequencing datasets obtained with human cell lines traced up to 17.2% of reads to bovine-specific transcripts [16] . But is this RNA taken up by cells, or is it simply cell-associated and able to diffuse away into the media, where it could be mistaken for secreted or EVenriched RNA? Considering the abundance of miR-1246 in FBS, the persistence of the majority of serum miR-1246 after EV depletion, and the extremely low levels of cellular miR-1246 detected by qPCR, it is possible that this RNA was not taken up by cells. Rather, miR-1246 carriers -EVs, protein complexes, or both -were associated with the cell surface and incompletely washed away before RNA extraction. We recently cultured primary macrophages, a T-cell line, and a promonocytic line in media prepared with EV replete serum and various EVD sera. Profiling of 48 miRNAs revealed no consistent EV depletion-associated differences across the cell types [46] . One explanation for these results might be that RNA uptake from serum EVs does not occur at high levels for these miRNAs and cell types. To establish genuine and potentially functionally relevant uptake of FBS RNA into cultured cells, careful procedures are needed, e.g.
(1) protease treatment of cultured cells along with washing before RNA isolation and (2) LNA in situ hybridisation to demonstrate cytoplasmic vs intraluminal endosomal localisation. Much stronger evidence for uptake is recommended before investigators embark on studies of hypothetical function of exogenous RNA in culture, which we consider to be unwarranted at present.
FBS: tip of a contamination iceberg?
The serum issue exposed by Wei et al. makes considerable sense in retrospect, considering the large EV and RNA concentration differences (up to several orders of magnitude) between serum and cell culture conditioned medium. However, FBS carryover may be just one aspect of widespread confounding of exRNA and exogenous RNA studies. We have previously reported evidence of contamination by surveying exogenous RNAs in publicly available sequencing datasets [47] . In this study, sequences from a plethora of organisms, including bacteria, appeared to be present in human tissues. For example, rRNA fragments from mussels were widespread. Mussels are the primary source of commercially-available glycogen, widely used as a carrier in nucleic acid precipitation. Thus, common lab reagents are genuine sources of nucleic acid contamination (Figure 1 ). Even extraction kit spin columns have been reported as a source of contaminants [48] , leading to the false discovery of NIH-CQV virus as the etiologic cause of seronegative hepatitis. We were able to find Trypanosoma cruzi-specific reads in human cells when using a bottle of Trizol used for a parasitology project a year earlier, but none when re-sequencing aliquots of the same samples extracted with a new bottle of reagent (Tosar et al., unpublished data) . Recombinant enzymes can be contaminated with bacterial RNA. Importantly, the problem of contamination may be most insidious not for exogenous sequences, which are often easily recognised, but instead for sequences from the organism under study. We have reported cross-contamination between sequencing libraries generated in parallel [47] , and run-to-run carryover in sequencing platforms is a recognised problem [49] .
Ambiguous mapping
Even in the absence of contamination, mis-mapping can affect interpretation of sequencing results. miR-1246 was described by Wei et al. as the second-most abundant miRNA in FBS (and in pellet and supernatant fractions) [16] , but the sequence of mature miR-1246 is identical to a sequence within RNU2, a 188-nucleotide small nuclear RNA in human. Numerous copies of RNU2 are found in a variable-length region of human chromosome 17 that also contains BRCA1 [50] . Cross-reactivity of miR-1246 assays with RNU2 fragments was reported in 2013 [51] . In addition to miR-1246, we have found that the following human miRNAs have identity with ncRNA fragments and are often highly represented in sequencing data: miR-4448, miR-3960, miR-1248, miR-1290, miR-574-5p and miR644b-5p. The existence of these miRNAs is not in dispute, but their quantitation might be confounded by mapping of ncRNA fragments. The presence of longer reads (>25 nt) partially mapping to those sequences is additional evidence of some degree of artefactual mapping.
Towards RNA-free media?
Altogether, as Wei et al. correctly suggest, future work will benefit from the implementation of RNA-free culture conditions. Removing serum is a good start. Certainly, serum introduces many unknowns into cell culture even without considering EVs and extracellular RNA. But removing serum might not be enough. Wei et al. detected some miRNAs (including miR-122-5p) in fresh non-conditioned media even in the absence of FBS. We could speculate that this detection occurred because some components of serum-free media contain impurities including RNA. For example, supplements like transferrin and albumin are biologically sourced and can vary considerably in quality [52] . Growth factors produced from cells grown in serum, if not purified to homogeneity, could carry over bovine RNA or RNA from the cultured cells. Thus, even FBS-free culture conditions may not be truly chemically defined. RNA-free formulations: (1) may need to be developed for specific cell types; (2) should promote adherence, growth, and viability without evident signs of stress; and (3) should not interfere with EV secretion. Gene expression changes between cells grown in vesicle-depleted FBS and in defined RNA-free conditions are likely, but this is not necessarily a problem if the same media are used for different experimental conditions. When RNA-free culture is impossible, full-scale sequencing analysis of fresh media prior to conditioning should be included as a control to establish baseline detection of RNAs. One might also argue for the additional inclusion of what we would call "complete process controls," in which the non-conditioned medium is passed through all disposables and procedures, including EV depletion, RNA extraction, and more, to be analysed along with the identically treated biological samples.
Summary
FBS-derived RNAs are pervasive and consequential confounding factors in extracellular RNA and EV research, as emphasised recently by Wei et al. Here, we have highlighted examples, including from our own research, in which FBS RNA may have contributed to apparent findings of specific RNA loading into EVs. To be sure, the Wei et al. findings and our analysis here do not suggest that all apparent RNA enrichment in exRNA fractions is artefact. The reportedly extracellular-enriched small RNA family of tRNA fragments [30, 31, 41] , e.g. were found at very low levels in the Wei et al. data, suggesting that their apparently enrichment is genuine. However, we encourage careful surveillance for warning signs of contamination and artefact: detection of cell-specific RNAs out of the expected cellular context, identification of RNAs in EVs but not in the putative parent cells, mapping of short RNA sequences that have 100% identity with other RNA fragments, and mapping of foreign RNAs that could be explained by reagent contamination instead of novel biological processes. Crucially, FBS and other sera are not the only sources of RNA contaminants, and other classes of macromolecules can also be affected. Keeping these observations in mind, experimental diligence and RNA-free or RNA-defined reagents are needed for investigations of EVs and exRNA to mature.
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